
Using a Breast Pump 

Do I Need Accessories? 

When using a breast pump, in order to be sure you are using it correctly be sure to read 

the manual since all breast pumps are different. When using a manual pump it can be 

very simple. All you need is to be sure you have the flanges connected and a bottle or 

storage bag connected. When you pump it may be helpful to hold the pump with one 

hand and pump with the other, at least until you get the hang of it and are able to pump 

with one hand. Eventually it will be like second nature for you. 

Just as with a manual pump, when using an electric pump make sure that the flanges 

and storage is connected. Depending on the pump, you will hold the flange against your 

breast and turn the pump on. It may start out with fast paced suction to mimic the fast 

paced suckling you’re baby does in order to get the milk to “let down”. It will be followed 

by a slow paced suction which will be effective in getting the milk out to resemble when 

your baby begins taking long gulps. 

Unless it’s an accessory that makes the pump function you don’t NEED it. You’ll notice 

that there are bras made to make pumping easier for you, but you don’t have to spend 

all that money for one. You can simply make yourself a pumping bra by buying a 

comfortable fitting sports bra and cut holes at the nipples big enough to fit the flange 

through and  snug enough to enable the bra to hold the flange against the breast. 

Breastfeeding and pumping are all about improvising to make things simpler. You’ll 

realize things as you go along that will work for you. 


